Introduction
Sufism (Tasawwuf) has been an important part of the Islamic geography and in every country where there are Muslims, also Sufi movements, orders (Tariqa) and groups have flourished during the centuries. Sufism is the spiritual path and mystical way in
Islam that leads the seekers toward the divine knowledge (haqiqa); while sharia, is the Islamic law organizing the actual social life in Muslim societies, as a religious authority producing the structure of these societies. However, after a particular threshold of modern history, Sufism spread outside of the Muslim world and first captured attention of Western Orientalists, scholars and intellectuals and later, the attention of a wider population that did not necessarily have a professional interest in this subject at all in the West. The same process of a widening influence of Sufism did not happen in regard to Sharia, the legislative part of Islam. The people who have been interested in Sufi thought and life practices have not tried to organize Sharia activities in Western countries and remained within the legal and social context of their own countries. What has driven Western people to Sufism, who were usually Christians at the beginning and after either converted to Islam through their Sufi practices or remained Christians, though they defined themselves in Sufi movements or groups, some of them ready to open their gates to everybody from any religion, although a majority of them do have a strong connection with the general totality of Akman 2 Islam? A comprehensive look into Sufism would be helpful to examine our subject further. What is Sufism and who are Sufis?
"Religion of Love"
The substance of Sufism has been defined as "selflessness" which required "selfdiscipline" to raise oneself above his/her self and identify oneself with the "Divine Self" (Ahmed, 2003) .
"Love" has been a crucial point of this self-discipline toward the divine unity and Sufism has been considered as "the religion of Love" (Davis, 1912: 29) . Muhyiddin Ibn Arabi, who is referred to as al-Shaykh al-Akbar (Great Master) in the Islamic world, said: "I follow the religion of Love: whatever way Love's camels take, that is my religion and my faith" (Ibn Al-Arabi, 1911) . Yunus Emre, the Turkish Sufi poet from the 13 th Century says: "Love's like the shining sun, / A heart without love / Is nothing more than a stone" (Dilaver); and the words of Moinuddin Chishti are like the summary of essential Sufi believes: "Love to all and malice to none". We can find thousands of examples like this which is expressing the same love words. Many Sufis believe that love, the essential message of Islam, is also message of Judaism and Christianity. According to Sufism, "If God, Himself, decides to care and love and feed even those who deny His existence, then who are we to deprive someone else of our love just because he is of different color or speaks a different language or is born in a different country or prays to the same God but in a different direction or using different words? We must try to transcend the barriers between humans so that we break the barrier between humans and God. . ." (Athar) . world and departed from their homes; they neither possessed nor were possessed.
They used to live in the veranda of Prophet's mosque and had no property at all and were entirely poof. But if the term Sufi were derived from 'suffah' the correct form would be "suffi". 4. It has been also claimed that they were called Sufis because of their habit of wearing suf, i.e. wool. In this case the etymological derivation sounds correct, as "Tasawwafa" means, "he donned woollen dress," according to the Arabic lexicon which supports this connection (Vali-ud-din, 1990 ). The etymological archeology of the word could prove various origins for the term. However, it is clear that each possible root sounds proper to the general meaning of Sufism and seems to complete the others. The notion of "Purity" has been a crucial point for the Sufis. If one wants to be a Sufi, he should focus on and look at himself, see how he is behaving, and purify his heart.
It is believed that in the Sufi way "when his heart was purified of the love of the world, his hand was automatically cleaned of the filth of the world" (Qadri, 2003) .
Shaykh Imran ibn Adam also emphasizes that Tasawwuf is coming from purification (Safa) (Ibn Adam), as it is stated in Quran: "He indeed shall be successful who purifies himself" (Quran, 87: 14) . According to Shaykh Imran ibn Adam, the person who needs purification in heart needs a "spiritual doctor," just as one would seek a medical doctor to find a cure for illness or disease. Shayks are like spiritual doctors who guide the mureed (seeker) in his/her Sufi journey of enlightenment. This is a challenging path that would require a guide in order to finish it properly (Ibn Adam).
Citing the words of a seeker: "When I began this journey (reformation of the hearts) I felt as if I was in the darkest of tunnels, but with the guidance of my beloved Shaykh (spiritual teacher) the tunnel of darkness eventually came to an end and I was brought into the light" (Ibn Adam). All of the Sufi Orders agree on the need for a spiritual teacher for the seeker.
Manzoor-uddin Ahmed professes that certain behavior would conduct a person toward the purification of body and soul; however, this is only possible if the soul leads his/her body. Otherwise, if one is conducted by physical and sensual instincts, then it would be much more difficult for one to be purified (Ahmed, 2003) .
The first way to seek purification is by following a "Spiritual Guide". According to
Ahmed, "the purpose of Tasawwuf, and the secret of Tasawwuf is the guide without whom one cannot achieve anything". When an individual tries to progress in this Akman 5 spiritual way without guidance, he/she can experience trauma and may be lost in a chaotic situation. However, in the modern societies people suppose that they can realize anything without a spiritual guidance and intellect has been independent of divine tendencies. The ruling classes and elites of the modern age have reduced people to an extremely individualistic level, which is the reason for several fundamental social and psychological problems in the contemporary world.
The second way to seek purification is to develop an ability to control oneself through the guide. The body is impulsive and has certain needs about which one should be careful. When one becomes a prisoner of these impulses, then the boundary between human and animal begin to disappear. However if he/she fights against the darkness of ignorance with both the spiritual guidance and the personal Divine Light together, he/she could be successful. Ahmed believes that for "self realization", control of body should company to the spiritual progress and the regulations to control and discipline body is defined in Sharia, Islamic religious law (Ahmed, 2003) .
Usually Sufis mention the profound connection between Tasawwuf and Sharia. For example, Imam Hamza Yusuf argues that the other religions are split between inward and outward ways or esoteric and exoteric expressions of religion. However, in Islam there is a unity between the spiritual/mystical path and the general religious system.
As a result of this reason both sharia and tasawwuf had been taught in the traditional
Islamic schools (Yusuf, 1997) .
Sufis experience a big transformation in Sayri Suluuk (Spiritual Journey). Sufi is one, "who has no non-existence and his non-existence has no existence anymore", that super-ego and after this destruction he never regains his "self" again. He is becoming a part of the divine personality, finds his place in this holistic picture; while his own personality is disappearing entirely, in Dhikr, i.e. remembrance of God (Qadri, 2003) .
In a particular step of this journey the Sufi comes to the station of fana (extinction).
Everything in the world, everything surrounding the one who is in the meditation of devotion and extinction, begin to vanish and perish entirely. As the universe disappears in the mind of a Sufi he/she starts to feel that there is nothing except God surrounding him/her. God is everywhere and there is only God after everything vanishes in the station of fana. After fana one does not desire the "sinful" ways of worldly life. In the station of baqa (eternity) one experiences the same state and inner peace. Now, as different from before, he/she is not empty, but is filled with Divine
Light. "Before he used to reach out for blessings, now he becomes a source of benefits and blessings for others" ).
***
This message of Sufism that we have summarized here became a strong central belief for many Western people in the Modern Age and this tendency is still going on. To understand better the possible reasons of this situation we should have a general look first to the unfolding of Sufism in Europe and after America, from the earlyOrientalist period up-to-now. Globalization could just be a medium of a process which has started already. It is neither the reason nor the social and cultural basis of the growing interest to Sufism by the Westerners. We should discuss the "answers" of Sufi thought, together with the "questions" and "problems" that emerged in the West and required this answer.
Spring of Sufism in the West

"Cages" of Modern Civilizations and "Mystical Gates" to Escape
People are suffering in the modern societies of "the emptiness and meaninglessness of modern life, the terrible loneliness of the individual, his isolation and drifting", they say: "I have many acquaintances but not a single friend." The awareness of being lonely and isolated continues unabated, in spite of the tendency toward a social "togetherness," with the popularity of words like friendship, fellowship and neighborhood (Pappenheim, 2000) . The alienation of the modern individuals is still explainable by the classical alienation theory of Marx: "There are three types of alienation. First, there is man's alienation from himself. Modern man often finds it hard to be himself; he has become a stranger to himself. At the same time, he has become estranged, or alienated, from his fellow man. And finally, he experiences alienation from the world in which he lives" (Pappenheim, 2000) . Capitalist consumer culture has occupied all aspects of the society. In the latecapitalist societies huge shopping-malls became as typical and representative architectural samples for modern civilization, rather than temples.
The expansion of capitalism has not only affected the psychology of people and the cultural transformation, it has also caused serious ecological problems with unregulated industrialization. In the second half of 20 th Century a serious critique was emerged against the social, economic and ecological currents of the world. The term "sustainability" burst into the global lexicon in the 1980s as people became increasingly aware of growing global problems such as overpopulation, famine, and environmental degradation that had been the subject of Limits to Growth in the early 1970s. The awareness increased substantially with the publication of the Brundtland Report of the United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development, which is available under the title of Our Common Future (Barlett, 1994) . In this text, Akman 13 sustainable development is defined as the "development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987).
In the discussions of sustainability, Islam with its economic, social, ecological and moral practices provided an alternative toward sustainability. The practices of Islam suggested as solutions to the growing consumerism and ecological disasters that occur every now and then. In this point of view, "Islam is meant to discourage people from playing a double role of both destruction first, and then concern about healing the natural and social world, as they have been throughout the history" (Marinova, 2008) .
To find a substantial research on the suggested correspondence of Islamic literature and practices (Sharia, Tasawwuf, Etc.) with the purpose of sustainability you can consult the forthcoming publication by Dora Marinova and her colleagues, titled "Islam on Sustainability". Essentially they emphasize that, "a sustainable lifestyle requires a moral unity of humankind. Islam can be a powerful unifier as its teachings blend religious, moral and social practice into an indivisible whole for the believerpractitioner" (Marinova, 2008) .
In fact, for Sufi practices liberating one self from material desires takes an important role. As Abul Hasan Noori says: "Sufism is the name of freedom, abstaining from artificiality, having generosity and the spending of wealth". A Sufi should not be selfish in worldly actions and be free from desire and greed. Generosity in the world means that "worldly goods should be given to the worldly people" (Qadri, 2003) .
Their abandoning pf both world and afterworld, for the sake of Divine Love, are among the distinctive features of Sufis. These qualities which are described in Islamic and other religious texts can be seen generally in the Sufi Orders, however, perhaps the qualities of giving up worldly ambitions, greed and avarices could be emphasized more in our context. Mohammed Ahmed Qadri mentions that John was so much in poverty and was like an alien in his own land. Jesus carried just a comb and wooden bowl during his travels. One day he saw a man drinking water cupping his hands, and then he threw away his bowl.
Another day, he saw a man combing his hair using his fingers and he threw the comb away too. Moses wore always the same robe. Muhammad, although the keys to the all the treasures of the world were given to him, he only requested of God food one day to keep him hungry the next day, which is a "great principle" in Tariqa (Sufi Path) (Qadri, 2003) . These principles seem as a possible critique and alternative to the modern consumer society and culture.
Akman 15 Sufism can be seen as a social alternative toward sustainability. However, its more basic message rests on the psychological contradictions, the crisis of the modern individual, which is also connected to "sustainability" in another context. Now, we can look to the therapeutic function of Sufi practices.
According to Sufism and Islam in general all illnesses come from God. But, the treatments come from God as well. As it is stated in the hadith of Prophet: "Allah did not create any illness without also creating the remedy, except death [old age]. Allah said that he who lives according to the Qur'an will have a long life." In the Sufi process of healing sheikhs have special powers to mediate between God and patients.
It is believed that sheikhs have baraka (God's blessing) and through that mystical light they can be of help to patients as curer (Kiymaz, 2002) . it with happiness because they will reach their most beloved, Allah, when they die" (Kiymaz, 2002) .
In the Western countries we can find many Sufi centers which offer therapy to their attendants based on this pattern. People, Muslims or non-Muslims, are looking for healing and therapy besides other/more secular solutions. As a matter of fact, the Sufi masters do not recommend that people give up modern medicine or any other contemporary form of a cure. They simply try to open new emotional and spiritual gates in the minds of people toward self-progress, which could be considered as a discourse in the field of ethics.
Conclusion
The Sufi Path passes by a wide range of places from the zawiyas (Sufi lodge) of the Middle East to the modern Sufi centers of the Western cities. We can hear these messages either in historical manuscripts written on parchment or in digital documents of our computer age. However, it does not matter where "the message" appears; essentially it always focuses on the same universal theme: peace, understanding each other, tolerance and love.
Kabir Helminski warns that in modern societies "on the one side we have the commercialization of life, the privatization of natural resources, the tyranny of transnational corporate economic power. On the other hand we have the authoritarian manifestations of religious belief divorced from any real spiritual perception.
Fundamentalism thrives in a spiritual vacuum. Without the spiritual perception of a Akman 18 spiritual reality, religion degenerates into mere intellectualism, formalism, legalism, and finally authoritarian, puritanical extremism" (Helminski, 2007 ). Mawlana's and all Sufis', "school of love, is a corrective to both the authoritarian concept of religion lacking in Mercy, and a materialist ethic that indulges the human ego" and offers us "the knowledge leading to spiritual perception" (Helminski, 2007) . Sufis believe that "Wisdom means not hurting anyone. We should embrace one another with patience.
And if our difficulties increase, we must be contented and continue to embrace each other. If things become even more difficult, the sweetness of our embrace must deepen..." (Muhaiyaddeen, 2004: Part Three) . According to Sufis, God has created the universe in harmony and we should see the marks of that harmony within us, outside ourselves, in society, in family, in different social groups and where people are socializing with each other. Sufi Orders can represent the peaceful message of Islam and become a bridge to the other civilizations. There is a possibility for Sufism to be widespread all over the world and become a common source for "spiritual emancipation" in modern societies; which are producing the social problems and crisis although we cannot say the same about the solutions (Ahmed, 2003) . Sufism is potentially one of the important practices that could prevent the struggle between civilizations and show the common values that exist in every civilization.
